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NEW QUESTION: 1
In a L2VPN service, customer CE sends frames to PE1 using a CoS making value of 3.
However , the remote CE receives those frames from PE2 with a CoS marking value of 0.
Which description of this behavior is true?
A. Egress PE2 is not configured with an outbound policy-map facing CE2 to preserve CoS
marking
B. Egress PE2 is not configured with mpls Ldp explicit-null command
C. Ingress PE1 is remarking the CoS frame received from CE1 with valuye of 0
D. Egress PE2 is marking EXP 0 upon label imposition
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
While troubleshooting site-to-site VPN, you issued the show crypto ipsec sa command.
What does the given output show?
A. IPSec Phase 2 is established between 10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.5.
B. IPSec Phase 2 is down due to a mismatch between encrypted and decrypted packets.
C. ISAKMP security associations are established between 10.1.1.5 and 10.1.1.1.
D. IKE version 2 security associations are established between 10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.5.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
다음 중 심장 전기 충격의 정확한 전달을 나타내는 것은 어느 것입니까?
A. AV 노드, AV 번들, SA 노드, Purkinje 파이버
B. SA 노드, AV 노드, AV 번들, Purkinje 파이버
C. SA 노드, Purkinje 광섬유, AV 노드, AV 번들
D. AV 노드, AV 번들, Purkinje 섬유, SA 노드
Answer: B
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